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ABSTRACT

A revised set of communications margin expressions

is presented that Is applicable to those modes of the Apollo
Unified S-Band System that employ narrow-band phase modulation.

This work extends that previously reported by J. D. Hlll in

1965. The new model differs from that of Hill by I) including
in the circuit margin equations the effects of limiter sup-

pression, 2) including the variation In the receiver system
noise temperature as a function of received signal power,

3) expressing the turned-around signal components in the ranging
channel as two truncated infinite series, 4) providing equations

for the minimum allowable received signal power at both the

space vehicle and the ground station that will Just satisfy
channel performance requirements, and 5) providing a set of

expressions that describe the error in the circuit margin
calculations when selected approximations are made.

A comparison is provided of circuit margins obtained

using an up-dated version of Hill's model and the model pre-
sented here. The maximum difference between these two for the

Apollo systems Is 0./4 decibel for low slgnal-to-noise ratios
and as large as 1.05 decibels for hlgh slgnal-to-nolse ratios,

wlth the.ut_r_l. ._m°del giving the more accurate results.
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

The Apollo Unified S-Band (USB) system has the capa-

bility of transmitting S-Band carriers to and from the space-

craft which are coherent and are phase modulated by voice,

data and a ranging code. The capabilities of the system have

been discussed by J. D. Hill I and W. D. Wynn 2'3 who have pre-

sented mathematical models that can be used to predict the

performance of the USZ communication links. The present

work extends the work of Hill I using the system configuration

2
presented by Wynn ; a new set of equations which describes the
performance of the USB system is derived.

The present analysis differs from that of HIll in

five respects, namely:

(l) the suppression effects of the ]imiters, used

in both the space vehicle and MSFN ground

station receivers, are included to improve the

accuracy of the predicted channel performance
for the "near threshold" cases.

(2) The variation of the recelver system noise

temperature is included to improve the accuracy

of the predicted performance for nearly all

cases, but especially those whose operation
is considerably above threshold. (For a dis-

cussion of this nolse temperature variation see

Reference 4).

(3) The turned-around signal components in the

rangin_ channel of the down-link are expressed
as two truncated infinite series. This simplifies

the down-link margin expressions wh_le improving

the accuracy of the results.
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(4) By equating the circuit margin to zero, the

expression for the minimum allowable re-

ceived signal power, "PMIN" is obtained for

each of the USB services; thus, a "power"

margin calculation can be performed directly.

(5) Equations are provided that describe the

magnitude of error of the circuit margin
calculations that results when selected

approximations are made. Thus, the validity
of hand calculations, in which the selected

approximations are often used, is easily
determined.

The up and down-link circuit margin equations are
derived in Appendices A and B. The power margin expressions

are derived in Appendix C. The limiter equations that are

used in Appendices A and B are presented in Appendix D. The

equations for the error that results in the circuit margin
calculations when selected approximations are used, are

derived in Appendix E. A comparison of circuit margins,

using Hill's original model, the up-dated model and the
model presented here, is given in Tables I and II. Table I

presents the results of margin calculations for the communi-
cations link between the Lunar Module (LM) and the Manned

Space Flight Network (MSFN) and Table II the margins for the
Command/Service Module (CSM) - to -MSFN llnk. The equations

derived in Appendices A and B are summarized in Table III

and the symbols used are presented in Table IV.

The models for the band-pass limiter and the turned-

around noise that are used in the derivation of the margins

equations are based on work by Drs. F. F. Carden and J. D. Hill I.

Although these models and the approximations on which they are
based are still considered to be reasonable for the Apollo

cases, work is continuing to determine the differences between
the results obtained from the use of these models and the

more rigorous mathematical model presented by Wynn 3.

The model for the variation in the system noise

temperature is presented in Reference 4. This model approxi-
mates the rise in the system noise temperature caused by an

increase in the received carrier power by the following re-

lation:

T = 6 + B x (Carrier Power in Watts),
system

where 6 and B are constant for a given antenna-receiver in-

stallation.
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The technique of expressing the turned-around signal

components as a truncated infinite series is based on unpublished

work by R. L. Selden. This technique is the general analysis
for which Hill's model is an approximation. In addition to

simplifying the derivation of the down-link margin exDressions

(only one term, Rg, need be evaluated instead of the three

terms, _, B, _, in Hill's model) the use of the general analysis

provides higher accuracy. This added accuracy stems from the

fact that Hill's model includes, in the down-link, only the

first three components of the infinite series which describe

the up-link spectrum while the general analysis used in this
memorandum includes the complete up-llnk spectrum. This permits

the final infinite series to be truncated at a point that is

dictated by the magnitude of the system parameters (turn-around

channel gain constant and modulation indices). Hill's approxi-

mation of the turn-around channel spectrum is a reasonable one

for the Apollo system. It is, however, believed that the

general analysis used in this memorandum will prove useful not

only in the analysis of systems where Hill's approximation is

not valid, but also in the selection of modulation indices and

transponder turn-around channel gain constants for communications

links of future programs.

The power margin is a concept for a communications

link quality factor that is presented in Reference 5. Since

the system noise temperature, the llmiter factor, and the

interference power (code power or retransmitted noise) are

functions of the received signal power, the circuit margins

as defined by }{ill are bounded by a well defined maximum which

is determined by the parameters of a given channel. This

maximum bound exists because as the received signal power

increases, the interference power likewise increases. Although

the circuit margins so calculated do predict accurately the

performance of a given system under the selected conditions,

this definition of "margin" does not directly indicate the

allowable degradation in a link whose circuit margins are

positive. In Appendix C, expressions are derived that describe

the minimum received power, PMIN' that is required under the

constraint that the circuit margin equals zero. The power

margin, Mp, is defined as the difference in decibels between

the magnitude of the total received power, Pr' (predicted by

equation C-6 of Appendix C) and the magnitude of the required

received power PMIN that is calculated for the selected service.

The power margin therefore indicates directly the magnitude

(in decibels) that the transmitter power/-antenna gain/clrcuit

loss combination may be allowed to degrade (if M > 0) or the

magnitude that this combination must be improvedP(if Mp < 0)

for a communication capability to exist.
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Appendix g presents several approximations that can

be used in the calculation of performance margins. These

approximations simplify the calculations and are attractive
if margins are to be calculated without the use of a computer.

This appendix also contains equations for determining the

error that results in the margins when these approximations

are used. In the general derivation of the equations for

circuit and power margins only the approximation given in

Part VI of Appendix E was used. That is, the infinite series

that defines the turn-around ranging channel spectrum has been

truncated after the first term. For the Apollo System this

approximation can be shown to be more accurate than Hill's

orlginal model. (Truncation after one term results in very

little error for the Apollo USB systems).

The comparison between the present model for the USB

system that is described by the expressions in Table IV and
two versions of Hill's model is presented in Tables I and II.

The original Bellcomm computer program entitled, "Margin,
Computation of Margins," dated December 15, 1964, which is

based on the model described in Reference I, was modified in

July 1966 to include a variable system noise temperature

(identical to that used in this memorandum) and a limiter factor

equal to _/4 (identical to that used in this memorandum for the

case of signal-to-noise ratios less than _.035, at the limiter

input). The calculations shown in Tables I and II indicate

that for the llnks shown there is close agreement between the

present model and the modified Hill model since the maximum

discrepancy is 0.4 decibel. It should be noted that this

"close" agreement is true only for those cases where the signal-
to-noise ratio (S/N) at the llmiter input is equal to or less

than 0.035; for higher (S/N)'s the discrepancy could reach a
maximum of 1.05 decibels with the present model giving the

greater and more accurate margin prediction.

Conclusions

The revised set of margin equations presented here

provide a more accurate mathematical model of the performance
1,4,6

of the Apollo S-Band System than those models previously used.

For the Apollo System, however this increased accuracy results
in differences in con]outed margins of 0.5 dB or less.

The power margin data which is now available as a

result of the derivation of the PMIN expressions in Appendix C

will provide a much clearer description of the magnitude by

which the transmitted power/antenna galns/clrcuit losses

combination may be permitted to degrade or the magnitude by
which this combination must be increased for a communications

capability to exist.

-jg.

203a-NWS- ulg N.W. Schroeder
egT
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TABLE llI*

SUMMARY OF THE COMMUNICATION MARGIN EXPRESSIONS**

FOR THE APOLLO USB PM LINKS

l , Circuit Margins

The up-carrier margin is

kucPsrJ20(ml)J_(m2)c°s20, ,S

Muc= 10lOgloL KoTuB j -i J
HC Her

(A-18)

where:

k
UC

I kI = _/4 for iS ] < .035
L

kL =) k 2 = .68 (S' + .76 for .035 < 'S

L - IN'L
k3 = I for (S) > .35

L

= The limiter factor, defined in general by kL a

i .35 b

For kL : kuc

S S
_ is equal to _,

L uc

S_ P j2(ml)J2(m2)c°s20 _ P
i sr 0 0 sr ucNJ = K T B K T B

UC O U UC O U me

*The symbols used in this table are defined in TabIe IV.

**The numbering of the equations in this table corresponds to the
numberinm of the equations that appears in the derivations contained
in Appendices A through E.
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Table I]:T(Contd.)
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T =6 + B 1)
U U U sr uc

The up-subcarrier circuit margin is

Mu_ " = i0 ]ogl0 K T

i B o u
w 2

kusP 2 2srJl(mi)J0(mk)cos 2_

+ nu.kusPsr
1

u_0.r
1

(A-36,37)

where

i = i or 2

k = i or 2

i

nui : [}'i0
J02(ml)J20 (m2) sin2e

sin2K f.
el

2
(Kcf i)

9

b

C

d

For kL= kus, (S/N) L is equa:l to (S/N)us
e

S

P
sr

us KoTuBts
f

The down-carrier circuit margin is

Mdc = i0 lOgl0 kdc

2 2 2 2
PcrJ0 (Rg)J0(Nu)J0(m3)J0(m4)

KoTdBdc

S

dcr
( B- '_,:9)

whe_'e

R = R
g o

S --- i/2

N_ !
tl S !

+ IEI

s us___J
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Table Ill(Contd.)
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R = A constant which is defined for each spacecraft
o

transponder

N = R
U O

:]_ 1/2 z/2
S

i + k
US N

_-. ,, ; LIS

B
V

Bts

2

b

For k L = kdc , (S/N)dc
d

S ¸

',NI
du

2 2 j2(m3) 2= P_rJ0(R_)J0(Nu) o J0 m 4 )

KoTdBdc

= Psradc

KoTdBdc

e

The down-subcarrier circuit margin is

2(Nu)J2(mj )J_(m, kdsP6rJ_ (Rg)J 0

Md_ j = i0 lOgl0 ' -K T
B o G + p

_. 2 ndkds gr

) s

N, d_jr
(B-48, 40)

where j = 3 or 4

For kL = kds ,

_ = 3or 4

n d -

2) 2(Nu)J_ )j02 )J0(R6 Jl (m3 (m4
B
V

(S/N) L = (S/N)ds

a

b

C

P
S' _ gr

iNi ds KoTdBgs
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Table Ill(Contd.)
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The down link range code circuit margin is

4PgrJ_ (R )j2 2 )j_(m2)J_(m3)J2g 0(Nu)J0(ml _ 0(m4 )sin20

Mdc ° = i0 lOgl0 Bdco grndKoT d + 2P _cor

_-58)

where

,1 2(R
d =IZ- J0 g

' V

2 2 2
)JZ(Nu)JO(M3)JO(H4)

• Power Mar$ins

The up-carrier power margin is

Mpu c = i0 loglo P -sr PMIN
UC

where

BucvucSuK o

= i0 loglo [k -B B VucKo]jPMINuc Leuc uc u uc

i S _:
zol_J :

Yuc = Antil°gl0 __ ucr_

C-12)
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Table llI(Contd.)
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The up-subcarrier power margin is

Mpu_. = i0 lOgl0P -sr PMIN
i Uw.

1

where

PMIN = i0 lOgl0 2k a

u_ i I us u_ i

: 501 I
1 tl0J.

l

C_
UW.

i

2(mi)j2 20= Jl 0(mk )c°s

(c-]7)

6 K J
B_iVuw i u o

- B y n]i- a B B K
w. bk0. U UC U w. Yuw. O

i I J i i

i = i or 2

k = i or 2

_i 2(ml)J_ ) sln2e sin
nui _10--6jJ0 (m 2

2 IK f_l/(xcr I)2

The down-carrier power margin is

where

Mpd c = i0 lOgl0Pg r - PMINd c

PMINdc L BdcVdcSdKo ]= i0 log i0 adc[kdc-BdBdcVdcKo]
(C-22)
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Table liT(Contd.)
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S_,

¥dc = Antil°gl0 NJ

The down-subcarrier power margin is

Mpd_j = i0 lOgl0Pg r - PMINd_j

where

B_a Ydmj 6dKo

PMINd _ "_= i0 lOgl0 ! 2kds adm._B ¥ nd
• ' a] , dw°

J L ,,_ J J J
- adcBdB .Vd¢.Ko

0 O

1s)
VdCj = Antil°gl0 101N d¢.r

J

_d_. = J0 (Rg)J0(Nu) (m£
J

= 2(Nu)J2 0 )j2 2nd IBm]J1 (Rg 0(m3)J0(m 4)

(C-27)

The down link range code power margin is

Mpdco = I0 lOgl0Pgr - PMiNdco

where

PMINdc o
BdcoYdco6dKo= i0 lOgl0 4_dc ° _ BdcoYdco (adcBdKo+2nd)

(c-33)
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Ydco = Antil°gl0 is}
101N dcorj

2 ) 2 "u)J_ )Jo2 )j2 2_dco = Jl(Eg J0 ( (ml (m2 0(m3)J0(m4 )sin2e

3. Approximation Errors

A. A Constant System Noise Temperature (T=6)

The errors, in dB which result if the circuit margin

expressions are simplified by setting the system noise temperature
equal to a constant, are as follows:

i. Up-carrier

nTu c = i0 lOgl0

B
i +-_u p

6 sr uc
U

(E-2)

2. Up-subcarrier

nT_si = i0 lOgl0 i +

B K P
u o sr uc

_uKo + 2nuikusPsr
(E-4)

3. Down-carrier

nTd c = i0 loglo L1 + BdPgr_dC6d

4. Down-subcarrier

(E-6)

nTd s = i0 lOglO I +

[

B_K P _.
...._,__o_r a c r

Ko_ _'+ 2kdsndPgr_
(E-8)
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5. Down link range code

nTc ° = i0 lOgl0 i +
BdKoPgr_dc

_dKo + 2Pgr_ d
(E-10

B. A Constant Limiter Factor (k=l)

The errors, in dB which result if the circuit margin

expressions are simplified by setting the limiter factor equal

to unity, are as follows:

i. Up-carrier

I
nku c = i0 lOgl0 k

UC

(E-12

2. Up-subcarrier

nkusi

_K T + 2k P
o u us srnui

= i0 lOgl0 k K T + 2P n
US O U sr ui

(E-14

3. Down-carrier

nkd c = i0 lOgl0
i

kd c /
(E-16)

4. Down-subcarrier

nkd s = i0 lOgl0
i

kdsl

KoT d + 2kdsP_rnd

KoT d + 2Pgrn d
(E-18)
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Table Ill(Contd.)
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C. Neglecting Uplink Code Interference Power (nui = 0)

The errors, in dB whlch result if the circuit margin

expressions are simplified by setting the uplink code interfer-

ence power equal to zero, are as follows:

Up-subcarrier

nco i = i0 lOgl0 _+

2k_sPsrnui
+B P _ i

Ko(_u u sr uc)"
(E-2o)

D. Neglectffng Modulation Loss of Turn Around Channel (Rg=0)

The errors, in dB which result if the circuit margin

expressions are simplified by setting the turn around channel

gain for the signal equal to zero, are as follows:

I. Down-carrier

6d + BdP_r_dc

nRd c = i0 l°gl0 6dJ2(Rg). 0 +
_dcBdPgr

(E-22)

•

nRd s = i0 lOgl0

KoT d + 2ndkdsP sr
j2

Ko(6 d 0(Rg) + _dcBdPg r) + 2ndkdsP gr
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Table Ill(Contd.)
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g. Neglecting Modulation Loss of Turn Around Channel (Nu=0)

The errors, in dB which result if the circuit margin

expressions are simplified by setting the turn around channel

gain for the noise equal to zero are as follows:

i. Down-carrier

Td
= (E-26)

2(N u ) +nNudC 10 loglo 6dJo adcBdPg r

2. Down-subcarrier

I-K°Td +N2idkdsPgr Jt (E-28)ds l0 logl0 ii dj ( +  dcBdPg
U LKO U

3. Downlink Range Code

K°Td + 2ndPgr (g-30

_NuCO = i0 lOgl0 Ko 6dJ_(Nu) + adcBdPg r

F. Approximation of Infinite Series

The expressions for the downlink circuit mar_ins which

are presented in Appendix B have been derived using only the

first term of the infinite series expansions which describe the

respective downlink modulation losses. The errors which result
from using only the first term rather than the first two terms of

the series expansions are as follows:
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Table Ill(Contd.)

i. Downlink carrier and subcarrier

ncL s = 20 lOgl0 i +
2J_(R@)J0(2ml)J0(2m2)cos(2 @)

J0(Rg)
(E-31)

2. Downlink range code

J
3(Rg)J0(3ml)J0(3m2)sin(3 e)

Jl(Rg)J0(ml)J0(m2) sin 0ncos = 20 lOgl0 i + (E-32)
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TABLE IV

DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS USED IN COMMUNIoATIO;IS

MARGIN EXPRESSIONS

Symbol Definition

i •

•

°

,

•

,

•

•

=4j2 j2 j2
4adco o(ml) o(m 2) o(m3 )"

2 2 j2
Jo(m4)Jl(Rg) O(Nu)Sin20

= j2 j2 2
_uc o(ml ) o(m2)COS 0

2 j2 j2

Gdc = Jo(m3) o(m4) O(Rg

2(z = 2J 2

uw i l(mi

2_ = 2J
d_.

J

Bdco

2

l(mj

Modulation loss of the downlink

range code

Modulation loss of the up carrier

and down carrier respectively

j2
) o(N u)

j2 2
) o(mk)cos _ Modulation loss of the up and <_)_.,,_

subcarriers respectively

j2 j2 j2

) o(m_) O(Rg) o(N u)

Bgs'Bts

Bu,B d

Buc,Bdc

Detection bandwidth of the downl_nk

range code in H Z

IF Bandwidth of the ground recciv_J-
and spacecraft receiver respectiv,_]',/

in HZ

Multiplicative constants in the exp_,_-_-

sions for the system noise tempera_u_'_ :

of the uplink and downlink respecuiv_ !

9. B
v

Loop noise bandwldths of the up a_td

down carrier respectively in HZ

Predetection noise bandwidths of t_<_ _
subcarriers and down subcarriers

respectively in H Z

Video Bandwidth of spacecraft receiver _
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i0. _u,6d

ii. nC&S,_CO S

12. nco i

13. nkd c , nkd s

14.
qkuc' nku_.

i

15. nNudc, nNuds, nNuco

16. nRdc, qRd s

Additive constants in t1_e expressiom_

for the system noise temperatures

(Tu,T d) of the uplink and downlink

respectively

Approximation errors in dB resulting
from the use of only the first term
rather than the first two terms of the

infinite series which describe the modu-

lation loss of the down carrier and sub-

carrier, and the downlink range code

respectively

Approximation errors in dB resulting

from the assumption that the code inter-

ference power is equal to zero when

calculating circuit margins for the up

voice and up data subcarriers

Approximation errors in dB resulting

from the assumption that the limiter

factor is equal to unity (k=]) when

calculating circuit margins for tl_e
downlink carrier and subcarr_ers

respectively

Approximation errors in dB resulting

from the assumption that the ]im_ter

factor is equal to unity (k=l) when

calculating circuit margins for the up-

link carrier and subcarriers respectively

Approximation errors in dB resulting

from the assumption that the gain of tI_e

transponder turn around channel for

noise is equal to zero when calculat_nz

circuit margins for the downlink carrie_ _,

subcarrier, and range code respectively

Approximation errors in dB resulting

from the assumption that the transponde_ _

turn around gain for the signal (Pe) is

equal to zero when calculating circuit

margins for the downlink carrier and

subcarrier respectively
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17. nTd c, nTd s, nTc o

18.
qTuc' qTus.

I

19. Gt, Gr

20. K
o

21. K
C

22. kuc , kdc

23. kus, kds

24. L
C

25. L
pol

26. L
P

27. L
s

28. ml, m 2

29. m3, m 4

30. Mdc o

31. Mpdco

Approximation errors in dB resulting

from the assumption that the system

noise temperature is equal to a con-

stant (6 d) when calculating circuit

margins for the downlink carrier, sub-

carriers and range code respectively

Approximation errors in dB resulting

from the assumption that the system

noise temperature is equal to a constant

(6 u) when calculating circuit margins

for the uplink carrier and subcarrier

respectively

Transmit gain and receive gain of the

antennas respectively in dB

Boltzman's constant = 1.38xi0 -23

watts/OKH Z

Frequency normalization factor

(K c = _/i0 6)

Limiter factors of the up and down

carriers respectively

Limiter factors of the up and down

subcarriers respectively

Circuit losses in dB

Polarization losses in dB

Pointing losses in dB

Space loss in dB

Up-subcarrier peak modulation indice_
in radians

Down subcarrier peak modulation indice_
in radians

Circuit margin for the downlink range
code in dB

Power margin of the downlink range code
in dB
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32. H M
puc ' pdc

3 3. H M
pu_.' pd_.

l J

34. Muc , Mdc

35. M ,u_. Md_.
m j

36. Hu 2 Lus
i

Bu G kl +ku s

Power margins of the up and down

carrier respectively in <]i_

Power margins of the up and down

subcarriers respectively in d}_

Circuit margins of the up and down

carrier respectively in dB

Circuit margins of the up and down

subcarriers respectively in dB

--, 1/2
S i

2.J

Gain of transponder turn around
channel for noise

37.

38.

39.

_i' w2' (fl' f2 )

Cuc' Cdc

40. PMiNdco

41. PMIN
X_

42. PMIN
XC

43. P P
sr' gr

Up-subcarrier frequencies (_i & _'

in radians/sec,(f I & f2 )in }{Z

2)

Down subcarrier frequencies in radians/
second

Carrier frequencies of the up and down-

links respectively in radians/second

Magnitude of the total received power
in dB for which the circuit margin of
the downlink range code is zero

Magnitude of the total received power

for which the circuit margins of the

the subcarriers respectively are zero

Magnitude of the total received power

in dB for which the circuit margins of

the carriers respectively are zero.

Total signal power received by the

spacecraft and ground receivers

respectively in watts
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45. R

/J
46. R - L B G

g 2 us u

Range in nautical miles

I 11/2
(S/N)us

" (ff/kus) + (S/N)us J

Gain of transponder turn around
channel for signal

• = _J L BUG/247 Ro us

48. (_)
dcor

(I) , {I)
ucr dcr

5o. (_)
u_0.r

i

51. 9

52. Tu, Td

S
, F)

d_ .r
J

Transponder turn around channel constant

Required signal to noise ratio of the

downlink range code in dB

Required signal to noise ratios of the

up and down carriers respectively in di_

Required signal to noise ratios of the

up and down subcarriers respectively in
dB

Range code modulation index in radian_

System noise temperatures in degrees
Kelvin referred to the spacecraft and

ground receivers respectively

= + B (carrier power)]IT system _u
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APPENDIZ A

CIRCU[q ]'.]ARGI[IJS FOti USt!_ UPLIt_K NC,,M<f,

l: URt'(}:f',H

The purpose of this appendix is to derive expressions

which describe the circuit performance of the USB uplink PH modes.

The expressions for the circuit mar{_ins wi_ich are pre-

sented have been derived by direct subtraction (in dB) of the

signal to noise ratio which isrequired "(S/N) " for a
r

_<iven service (Carrier Power/Noise Power in ti_e transponder

carrier detector bandwidth "B " and Subcarrier Power/Noise
UC

Power in the transponder subcarrier detector bandwidth

"B_ i'') from the signal to noise ratio which is predicted

" -_ " usin_ the given circuit parameters. The margins expres-

P

sions have been derived using the configuration of the Apolie up-

link presented by Wynn I shown in Figure I; however, the expressions in

effect define the communications margins for the general case of

communicatin_ via a one way link using a sin_<le carrier t_at is

phase-modulated by two subcarrie_,s and a pseudorandom diNital
range code.

The uplink sicnal and noise that is received by the

transponder is assumed to be described by

Su(t ) + n u A-I

l= Ausin _uct+mlsin_it+m2sin_2t+0] + n u

where

o A- 2
A L

U

2 = Total received signal power at the spacecraft a

_uc = Up carrier frequency in radians/second b

_]' _J2 = Up subcarrier frequencies in radians/second

ml, m 2 = Up subcarrier peak modulation indices in radians d
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K T
O U

K
O

T
U

= Pseudorandom range code modulation index in

radians

= Power spectral density of input thermal noise n
U

= 1.38 x 10 -23 watts/°K H Z = Boltzman's Constant

= Noise temperature referred to receiver input
in °K

e

_r

h

Then in general the output of a hard limiter in the

transponder is defined by

SuL(t) + nuL-- AusLSin[_uct+mlsin_it+m2sin_2t+@ ] + Aun L n u A-3

The coefficients A and A are limiter attenuation factors
usL unL

which are discussed in Appendix D. Using the results of

Appendix D the expressions for the signal and noise components

at the output of a limiter in the transponder can be written

directly. The signal amplitude of the limiter output is _iven

by

[<SjNIu ifJ2_uL<_l:_--fLu 7 7_]! _ [_u°_+m_
INiuJ

where

it+m2sin_2 t+0 ]

a)

b)

k is a function of the signal to noise power ratio

(S/N) u at the input to the limiter

L 2 is the total power output of the limiter
U

The signal power of the limiter output is given by

A-4

_+ N u

A-5
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The noise power spectral density of the limiter output is

Riven by

Pn (L) : L2u [ I + k I i Watts/H

A-6

The signal/noise ratio used in the above expressions is defined

by

A 2
uL

KTB
NU OH

A-7

A2

where uL is the total signal power that is contained in the
2

limiter input bandwidth B.

UP-CARRIER CIRCUIT MARGIN

The first step in this derivation is to describe the

signal power of the up-carrier component at the input to the
limiter in the transponder carrier channel. Expanding the si_-

hal term of A-I gives the expression for the total signal re-

ceived by the transponder

j[ _uct+mlsin_it+m2sin_2t+0]

u( I eS t) = Au m
A-8

jl_ t+0 1 _ JNl_it _ JN2_2t
I e uc _ JNl(ml)e JN2(m2)e A-9= Au m

NI=-- N2=--

The carrier component is that portion of the signal described by

A-9 which will be passed by a narrow band pass filter centered

about _ ; the expression for the carrier component is obtained
uc

by letting

N I = N 2 = 0
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Then equation A-9 can be rewritten as

Suc(t) : AuJo(m I) Jo(m2) [sin_uct cos8 + cOS_ct sine A-10

The first term of A-10 is the signal component of the up-carrier,
and the second term is an interference signal which is caused by
the code modulation "G" The expression for the signal power at
the input to the hard limiter in the transponder carrier channel
then is obtained from A-10 and is

A2
Psi(C) _ u2j2(ml)o j2(m2)o c°s28 A-II

The second step is to describe the noise power added to
the up-carrier by the transponder. Assuming that the noise power
spectral density is a constant over the transponder carrier chan-
nel input bandwidth "Btc" the noise power at the input to the
limiter in the carrier channel is given by

KoTuBtc A-12

Having derived the expressions for the signal and noise
components in the carrier channel limiter input, the expressions
for these components at the output of this limiter can be written
directly.

a) The input signal to noise ratio is obtained from
A-II and A-12

(S 1 A2 j2 (ml)J2o(m2)cos20_ u o A-13
2 Kuc oTuBtc

b) The output signal power is obtained from A-5

2 f (s/N)uc ]
Ps (uc) : Luc|I-- 7S-]--]+ l Juc

A-14
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c) The output noise power in the up carrier detec-
tor bandwidth "B " is obtained from A-6

UC

pnucL2[i iBuck l[] Bto
uc I+ ucU_lu c

A-15

The predicted signal to noise ratio for the up carrier is obtained

from the ratio of Equations A-14 and A-15

L2 (S/N)
UC UC

= k

L2 [ i ] Buc ucuc +kuc Btc
UC

A-16

Substituting Equation A-13 into A-16

A2 j2 (ml)J2o(m)cos 2

( ) u o 2 0S = kuc 2 K T B
ucp o u uc

A-17

Assuming that the interference power in the up carrier detection

bandwidth caused by the code modulation "0" can be neglected and

_nat the require_ _na]. to noise ratio for the up carrier in tb_

" is given in decibles by I_lup carrier detector bandwidth "Buc . ucr

then the up carrier circuit margin is described by

Muc i0 lOgl0

A2U J2o(ml)J2o(m2)cos 2e l

kuc 2 KoTuBuc ]- ISlucr A-18

UP-SUBCARRIER CIRCUIT MARGINS

The first step in this derivation is to describe the

signal powers of the up-subcarrier components at the output of
the coherent carrier product detector in the transponder sub-

carrier channel. Expanding the signal term of A-I gives the
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expression for the total signal received by the transponder

j [ Wuct+mlsinwlt+m2sinw2t +0 ]

S u = I e(t) ium A-19

j [w t+e] _ JNI_I t

: Au m N

NI=-_

J N 2 _2 t

(m2)e A-2O
2

= Aulm _ e uc o(ml)+2 Z J2Nl(ml)cOS2NlWlt A-21

NI=+. i

+ JJ2N_l(ml sin(2N-l)_it]]"

o(m2 )+2 a__ J2N2(m2)c°s2N2_2t+JJ2N_l(m2)sin(2N-l)w2t

N 2= i

Neglecting the higher order and the cross frecuency terms which

are removed by filtering in the up-subcarrier detectors, Equa-

tion A-21 reduces to

s (t) = A
US U

+ 2J
0

Jo(ml)Jo(m2)sin[_uct+e} + 2Jl(m I

ml)Jl(m2)sinw2tc°s (Wuct+e}]

w t+e}Jo(m2)sin_l tc°s [ uc

A-22

The second and third terms of A-22 describe the signal components

of the _i and _2 up-subcarriers respectively; the first term des-

cribes an interference signal which is caused by the code modula-

tion "0". The limiter in the transponder video channel causes

an attenuation of the signal described by A-22. This attenuation

is a function of the signal to noise "(S/N)us" ratio at the input

to the limiter, where

A 2

(SI_7 = u2 A-23
US

KoTuBts
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Bts is the bandwidth of the bandpass filter preceding

the limiter. Using A-4, A-22 and A-23 the signal amplitude at

the output of the limiter is described by

1/2 ._ .
(S/N)us

; Jo (ml)Jo (m2)sinl_ t+0 iSusL(t) = "/21 Lus i + (S/N) uc

i k usj _-t_ us

+ 2J
l(ml)Jo(m2)sin_itcos i

A-24

_uct+0_] + 2Jo(ml)Jl(m2)sin_2tcos(_uct+e

The expression for the output of the coherent carrier product detector

is obtained by multiplying equation A-24 by BuCOS_c t as shown in

Figure I. Neglecting the sum frequencies which are removed by filtering,
the signal amplitude at the output of this detector is described by

= us (ml)Jo(m2)sinO
Sud(t) V2"Lus 2]jl/kus ) + (S/N)us o

+ 2Jl(ml)Jo(m2)cosesincolt + 2Jo(ml)Jl(m2)cosOsinc_2t j

A-25

The signal powers of the up-subcarrier components at the output of
the coherent carrier product detector then are described by

r (S/N) ]L2 B2 [{ us 2 )j2 )cos2ePs(_l ) = us u i/kus I + [S/N)us Jl(ml (m2

A-26

and

r (S/N)

us ]J2o(ml)j]2Ps (_2) = L2 B2 l
us u [ll/kus} + (S/N)us (m2)c°s2e

A-27

where (S/N)us is that defined by A-23.

The second step is to describe the noise power which is

added to the subcarriers by the transponder. Assuming that the

noise power spectral density is a constant over the transponder
video channel input band width "B " then the noise power in thets '

subcarrier detector bandwidths "B(_I)", "B(m2)" respectively
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(followin_ the product detector) is obtained from Equation A-6

,B

iuPn(_l) = --_ Lus
1 )I/2-12 B(w I)
s-i Btsl+kus N] us 2

A-28

Pn(_2) =

P

Bu B(_ 2 )
-7 Lus I)IJ212!S Bts

l+kusl _, usJ 2

in the low pass one-sided bandwidth of
Bts

2

A-29

The third step is to describe the interference to

the subcarrier signal components which is due to the code

modulation "0". The expression for the total interference

signal is an infinite series which includes all of the higher
order and cross frequency terms of equation A-21)that are

multiplied by sln(Wct + 9). It can however be shown tha%

for the Apollo S-band modes only the first term of this series,
the term contained in equation A-22, is significant in magni-

tude to consider in this analysis.

Then, using equations 22 and 25, the total first order code power
which exlsts at the output of the coherent carrier product detec-

tor is given by

2
I/2_

"-B ((S/N)us) i uoo(T) + (s/N)u j
[us

j2(ml)J2o o(m2 )sin20

where (S/N) is that defined by A-23.
US

It has been shown by Hill 2 that by approximating the

sin2x
curve. Equation A-30

bound of the code power with a smooth 2

can be expressed by x

_O _

I ) = M sin2x dx = M _-
uco (T 2 2

X

A-31

A-30
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then

where

_!= z (T) 2_
UCO

X K f
c i

dx = K df.= K B(_i)_-C i C

K
c 106

for a 500K H Z code clock frequency

B(_ i) = The up-subcarrier detector bandwidth

The portion of the code power "Iuco(Wi)" which lies in an uo-

subcarrier detector bandwidth "B(_)" can then be approximate_

by using A-30, A-31, and A-32

A-32

a

b

d

B2L

luco(_ i) = M

(S/N)u s
i + (S/N)
k us

US

sin2K f.
C I

dx

j2(ml)J2o o(m2 )sin2e

sin2Kcfi

IKcf i }2

Kc_(_i ) A-33

The predicted signal to noise ratio for the "

up subcarrier is obtained using A-26, A-28 and A-33

T!

(S/N)

where

L2 B 2
ms

u_IP =_L 2 B2

us u [i it 2 +kusN

(S/N) -
US

F (s/.)usl
Jl(ml e

L_/_'_+ (S/N) us ] )j2(m2)c°s2

A-34

B(Wl) B2L 2

+ U US

Bts 106

US

--U_oB t
Au T

S U

[ (s/N)u ] 2 )j2o( 2
US

sin2 fl
KC B(wl )

J
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2

A 2 2 2
k _uu j (ml)Jo(m2)e°s 0us 2 i

K T k sin2K

B(_I ) o____u+ _D_ __u j2(ml)J2(m2)sin2 e c i

2 10 6 2 o o IKcfll

;_-35

If' the required simna] to noise ratio in the "_."
3

up-subcarrier predetection bandwidth "B(wi)" is £iven in dB by

_;l then the expressions for the circuit mar_ins of the up-
Uw i_

i

subcarriers are as follows:

for _i

A 2

,i kus_ Tu Jl2(ml)J_(m2)c°s2e

A-36

i_ -- I0 lOgl0
±

I K°T k A 2B(_I ) u + us u
t 2 10 6 2

J_(ml)J2(m2)sin2eo IKcfll

and for _2
A-37

_._ = I0 log I
"t;i;, 2 0

k
US

A 2

u2 j2(ml)J21(m2)c°S28o

K T
o u

2

2

kus A 2o+ _uu j2(ml) J (m2)sin20
10 6 2 o

sin2K c f21
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APPENDIX B

CIRCUIT MARGINS FOR USB DOWNLINK MODES

PURPOSE

The purpose of this appendix is to derive expressions

which describe the circuit margins of the USB downlink PM modes.

The expressions for the circuit margins which are pre-
sented have been derived by direct subtraction (in dB) of the

signal to noise ratio which is required "(S/N)r" for a

given service (Carrier, Range Code, and Down Subcarriers) from

the signal to noise ratio which is predicted "(S/N)p"

using the given circuit parameters. The configuration of the USB dow_-

link system used for this derivation is that used by Wynn I and is

shown in Figure II.

The downlink signal and noise that is received by the

ground receiver is assumed to be described by

Sd(t) + nd

= Adsin _dct+Rgsin(mlsin_it+m2sinw2 t+0)

+ m3sinw3t+m4sin_4t+n r i + nd

B-I

where

A 2
d

2

= Total received signal power at the ground receiver

B-2

_dc = Down carrier frequency in radians/second

Wl' ¢2
= The frequencies in radians/second of the up sub-

carriers which are retransmitted on the downlink

carrier

= Down subcarrier frequencies in radians/second

Up subcarrier peak modulation indexes in radians
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m 3 , m 4 :

n

r

KoT d =

K

o

T d =

L 2 =
us

B
u

2

G

_2 h
us

(s/iS)us=

Bts =

T _

u

Down subcarrier peak modulation indexes in radians

Pseudorandom range code modulation index in radians

The thermal noise component that is received by the

transponder on the uplink and retransmitted on the

downlink

Power spectral density of the input thermal noise n d

Boltzman's Constant = 1.38 x 10 -23 watts/°K IIZ

Noise temperature referred to the input of the

ground receiver in °Kelvin

1/2

7 LusB G = Gain of the turn around2 u i
Z+

us us

channel in the transponder (See appendix A, equation A-25)

Power output of the limiter in the transponder video

channel

Gain of the transponder coherent carrier product de-

tector

Combined gain of the transponder I F and modulator

[ (S/N)u s ]1/2

I-+ -S ....

/oTuBt s =

Signal amplitude attenuation factor

for the limiter in the transponder

video channel

Signal to noise ratio at the input
to the limiter in the transponder

video channel

Input bandwidth of the transponder video channel

Noise temperature referred to transponder input in

degrees Kelvin
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Then in general the signal output of a hara limiter

in the ground receiver is defined by

SdL(t) + ndL = AdsLsin[wdct+Rgsin(mlsin_it+m2sin_2t+9)

+ n d+ m3sln_3t+m4sin_4t+n r Adn L

The coefficients Ads L and Adn L are limiter attenuation factors

that are discussed in Appendix D. Using the results of

Appendix D the expressions for the signal and noise components

at the output of a limiter in the ground receiver can be written

directly. The signal amplitude of the limiter output is _iven

by

(sJN)d]l
SdL (t) = _ Ld

+ (S/N) d

/2

+ m3sin_3t+m4sin_4t+n _

sin Wdct+R sin (mlsin_it+mosin_2t+ 0]
g

B-4

where

a) k is a function of the signal to noise power ratio

at the input to the limiter (S/N) d

2
b) Ld is the total power output of the limiter

The signal power of the limiter output is given by

Ps (L) = L2 [kl (S/N)d._ . ]d + (S/N]d

The noise power spectral density at the limiter output is _iven

by

r ]
L 2 | 1 | 1 watts/H

Pn (L)
d El + k(S/N) dj _gg Z
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The signal to noise ratio used in the above expressions is de-
fined by

2
AdL

' d KoTdBg
_-7

2
AdL

where 2 is the total signal power that is contained in the

limiter input bandwidth B
g

DOWN-CARRIER CIRCUIT MARGIN

The first step in this derivation is to describe the

signal power of the down-carrier component at the input to

the limiter in the ground receiver carrier channel. Expanding the
signal term of B-I gives the expression for the total signal
received by the ground receiver as

j [w. t+R sinw t+m sin_3t+mQsin_4t+nl ] ]Sd(t) = Adl m e L @c g x 3 _

where

_x t = mlsin_it+m2sinw2t+8 B-9

Sd(t) = Adlm[eJlWdct+nri _j jNw t JN3_3tN(Rs)e x (m3) e

N:-_ i13=-_3

Co

jN t ]ZJN4 (m4) e 4¢4

N4=-_

_-]0

substituting B-9 into B-10

Sd(t) = Adl m N(%)

OO

JNe

ZJ (Nm I )e
NI

NI---_

[J(Nm2)eJN2¢2t]fj (m3)eJN3¢3t£j
N 2 N 3 N

N2=-°° ooN3=__ N4=_ 4

JNl_it

(m 4 )e
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The carrier component is that portion of the signal described

by B-If which will be passed by a narrow band pass filter

centered about Wdc ; the expression for this component is ob-

tained by letting

N I = N2 = N 3 = N 4 = 0

Equation B-II then reduces to

oo

Sdc(t) = Ad _<JN(Rg ) Jo(Nml)Jo(Nm2)J o (m3) % (m4)"

_-12

The first term of Equation B-12 describes the down carrier sisnal

component and the second term describes an interference term

which is caused by the code modulatlOn "e"; the f_rst term _s

expanded as follows:

Sdcs(t) = Ad

oo

_. CJN(Rg)Jo(Nml)Jo(Nm2)Jo(m3)Jo(m4)c°sNe"

N=- _

sin(C°dct)C°S(nr) + c°s(_dct)Sin(nr i
_/

L-13

It is seen that Equation B-13 is of the same form as B-12. The
first term of B-13 describes the down carrier signal component

and the second term describes an interference signal which is

caused by the retransmitted noise "nr" ; the signal power at the

input to the limiter in the ground receiver carrier channel is
obtained from B-13 and is

Psi(dc ) Ad 2- 2 N(Rg)Jo (Nml)Jo (Nm2) Jo (m3)Jo (m4) cosN cos nr
k,_l _q
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using the following identities

J (m) :
--X

J (-m) =
X

cos(±x) :

(-I)x J (m)
X

(-i) x Jx(m)

cos(x)

J (o) = 1
O

Equation B-14 can be expressed by

B-15

2

Psi(dc) - Ad 2(m3)J2(m4)cos2 n2 Jo r Jo(R )+ 2 J2N(Rg)Jo(2Nml)J<(2Nm2).

-!2

cos2N0' R-16
J

For the Apollo cases the series terms can be neglected, B-16 then

reduces to (See equation E-31 of appendix E)

Psi(de) -

2

Ad j2 2(m4)J_(Rg)COS22 o(m3)Jo nr B-17

A mathematically rigorous analysis of the effect that

the retransmitted noise has on the downlink signal has been pre-
i

sented by Wynn ; however, the less rigorous analysis presented

by Hill 2 still is considered a reasonable approximation for the

Apollo modes. It is the less rigorous treatment which will be

used in this analysis although work is continuing to deter-

mine in detail the differences between the results gained from

this and Wjnn's work. By approximating the thermal noise power

which exists in the transponder subcarrier channel input band-

"B t " with the power obtained from a single sinusoid whosewidth s

amplitude "N " and frequency "_ " are defined by (See appendix A
U nu

for further definition of the terms used below):

N
U

w
C

r _I/2
- _F_L B G i 1 _ B

L us..2 us u ÷kus

Bts Bts
< _ <w +

2 nu c 2

I/2
B-18
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Where B is the transponder video bandwidth, the retransm_tteN
v

noise "n " can be considered as an additional suhcarr_e_ on the
r

-lo,..m!_nk. Usins this asproximatfon, the term cos(n r) can be ex-
handed as follows:

n = N sin_ t P',-19
r u nu

coS(nr) = cos INusinWnu _
t-2 0

sin_ tJNu nu
:Re

e

co

= Jo(Nu) + 2 _]J2N 5(Nu)c°s2N5_nut B-Z]

N5= i

For the Anollo cases the series terms can be neglected

2 _ j2 Nu b 2 _-- ( )cos n r o

The signal power at the input to the limiter in the ground re-

ceiver carrier channel is

2

Psi (dc) - Ad2 j2(m3)J2(m4)J2(Rg)J2°(Nu)oo o

The second step is to describe the noise power whicl_ is

added to the down carrier signal by the ground receiver. Assumini:

that the noise power spectral density is a constant over the

ground receiver carrier channel input bandwidth "Bgc" the noise

power at the input to the limiter in the carrier channel is }<iven

by

_-f'l
KoTdBg c

Iiaving derived the expressions for the signal and noise compon_1_o':_
in the carrier channel limiter input, the expressions for these
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components in the output of this limiter can be written directly.

a) The input signal to noise ratio is obtained
from B-23 and B-24

2 j2 2(m4)J2(Rg)j2(Nu)
_) _ Ad o(m3)Jo o o B-25

iN_dc 2 KoTdBg c

b) The output signal power is obtained from B-5

2 [ (S/:_)dc
Ps (dc) = Ldc /1-7 YsT- B-26

c) The output noise power in the down carrier de-

tector bandwidth "Bdc" is obtained from B-6

Pn(dC) = L 2 [ 1 ] Bdc

B-27

If the interference to the carrier caused by the code modulation

e and the retransmitted noise can be neglected, then the pre-

dicted signal to noise ratio for the down carrier "I_l "
dcp

is obtained from B-26 and B-27

_ ge
= kdc _ de Bd

where

2 j2o(m 3)Jo2 )j2 Rg)j2Ad (m 4 o ( (N u )

dc 2 KoTdBg c

B-28
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2 2(m3)J2(m4)J2o( R 2Ad Jo o g)Jo(_'_ uS

IN)dcp _-kdc 2 KoTdBdc

If the required signal to noise rat£o for the down
carrier in the down carrier detector bandwidth ls ffiven in

S_

dE by .i_Idcr , then the down carrier margin is described by

k 2Mdc -- i0 lOgl0 dcAd2

j2 2 (m4)J2o(R)JP (_Ju_o(m3)Jo g o , S

KoTdBdc ,I- iNidc r

B-2@

DOWN-SUBCARRIER CIRCUIT MARGINS

The first step in this derivation is to describe the

signal powers of the down subcarrier components at the output

of the coherent carrier product detector in the ground receiver

subcarrier channel. Equation B-II describes the total signal
that is received by the ground receiver.

Oo

,_J {Wdct+nrl -_i J (Rg)eJN0 _,_ jN t
N _<_JNI (Nml)e lWl

Sd(t) = Adlmt
N=-o_ NI=-_

B-II

GO co co _

% ( _m2 ) ej N2_jst ] _\ Ji_Bw3t _ (m 4 )e J I"] 4 _]4t_
/' N 2 LJN3 (m3)e _JN 4

\-- i _-" _ J _dc t+n +N0+NI_It+_I2 2t]

= Adlm __,di,N(Rg)J_jN (Nml) _JN2(Nm2)e r _
N i

L NI=-_ N2=- _
s-3o

co

to(m3 ) + 2 _[J2N3(m3)c°s2N3_3t+J_N3_l](m3)sin(2N3-1)w3t]).

N3=I

o(m4) + 2N4=I 2N4(m4)cos2N4_4t+ j N4 ]
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Ne_lectin_ the higher order, the cross frequency, and the terms

" and " " (let iIl=ii2 0resulting from the up-subcarriers "_i ' _2 =

which are all removed by filtering in the down subcarrier detec-
tors, Equation B-30 reduces to

oo

Sds(t) = A d _(JN(Rg)Jo(Nml)Jo(Nm2)][Jo(m3)Jo(m4)sinI_dct+nr+N0 }

N=-_

+ 2Jl(m3)Jo(m4)cos[_dct+nr+Nelslnw3t

+ 2Jo(m3)Jl(m4)cos I_dct+nr+N01sinw4t ]

_-31

The first term of Equation B-31 describes an interference sisnal

which is caused by the code modulation "0"; the second and third

terms describe the signal components of the "_3" and "_4" sub-

carriers respectively. The limiter in the ground receiver sub-

carrier channel causes an attenuation of the signal described by

B-31; this attenuation is a function of the signal to noise

"i_ " ratio at the input to the limlter, where
NI

ds

2
Ad

2 B-32
l_]d s - KoTdBg s

B
gs

the limiter.

is the bandwidth of the bandpass filter preceeding

Using Equations B-4, B-31, and B-32 the signal ampli-

tude at the output of the limiter is described by

Jo (m3)Jo(m4)sin lWdct+nr+Ne I

B-33

+ 2Jl(m3)Jo(m4)sinw3tcos IWdct+nr+N01

+ 2Jo(m3)Jl(m4)sinw4tcos Wdct+n r
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The exn_sion for the nutnut ne the coherent carrier n_qduct

detector is obtained by mult_n]),lin< enuation 8-33 by B d cos Wdct

_. _ s wh_as shown in Figure I v Neglecting the sum frequenc__e_ ch are

removed by filterin6, the signa± amplitude at the outnuf of this

detector is described by

l/2

BdF (S/N)ds ]sd_l(t) = V_Sds _/kdsl+(S/N)d _ I JN=I_ (Rg)J°(Nml)J°(Hm2) "

+Ne)Jo(m3)Jo(m4)sin(nr + 2Jl(m3)Jo(m4)sin_3tcos(nr+N@

+ 2Jo (m3)Jl (m4) sinw4tcos (nr+N@) ]

B-3Q

Expanding the second term of Equation B-34 gives the followinE

result

1/2

F (S/N)ds -]
co

LJN(Rg) go (Nml)Jo (Nm2)g

N=__o

l(m3)Jo(mQ) •

sinm3t [Cos(nr)COs(N8) - sin(nr)Sin(Ne)]

B-35

The first term of B-35 describes the signal component of the "_3"

down subcarrier and the second term is an interference term which

is caused by the retransmitted noise "nr" and the code modulation

"O" The signal power of the "w3" down subcarrier at the output

of the product detector is given by

Ps(_3

Using B-15 and B-22

2 B2ril (S/N)d_ ] 2 2(m4) ( ) j (Nml)J o(Nm2 )) = Lds d /-kds) +(S/I s Jl(m3)go N % o
N_-_oo

cosN coS2nr

B-36 reduces to

B-36

_ = Jl(m3)J (m 4) )
Ps(3) LdsBd o

B-3Y
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and similarly for the "_4" down subcarrier

2 21- (S/N)ds ] g2(m )g21( m )g2(_)g2(Nu)= o , o o
9-38

S
where --

N
is that defined by B-32

ds

The second step is to describe the noise power which

is added to the subcarriers by the ground receiver. Assumine

that the noise power spectral density is a constant over the

ground receiver subcarrier channel input bandwidth "B " then_s

the noise power in the subcarrier detector bandwidths "B(_3)",

"B(_4)" respectively (followin_ the product detector) is ob-

tained from Equation B-6

I1 t/2

Bd I _,

I
Pn(_3) = --_ nds _ikds(S/N)ds 3

2

B
Ks
2

B-39

and
2

gs
2

B
gs

in the low pass one sided bandwidth of T

Assuming that the interference from the code modu-

lation "0" is negligible, then the second term of Equation B-35

can be neglected and the first term of Equation B-34 reduces to
describe the interference which is caused by the retransmitted

noise in the subcarrier detector bandwidth "B(wi)" B-41

Irn(Wi )

2 2[ (S/N)ds ] [ oo

LdsBd[[i/kd_+(S/N)ds]J22 o(m3)J2o(m4)[
_ N=-oo

Rg)Jo (Nml)Jo (Nm2) '

]2
i 2

cosNe] sin nr

>(_i )

Bv
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:,q_er'e f.v is the video bandwidth of the transponder.
deflnitzon of R-19 for the retransmitted noise

usin _ t:£

then

n = :: sin_ t
r u nu

sin(n ) = sin N sin_ t
r u nu

jN sinw t
sin(n ) = I e u nu

r m

= 2
_J (2N6_ i)(Nu) sin(2N6-l)wnut

_J6=z

For the Apollo cases the higher order terms can be neglected

i{-l<

R-4 3

sin 2 _ 2 Nun =2J ( )
r

IJow usinf [{-15 and B-44 Equation B-41 reduces to

2 2 _ (S/N)ds
Irn(_i ) = LdsBd Ii-- 7-_i- j2o( '3)J2o( 4)'T2o(:<g)J[(N u) B(_i)

B
V

B-45

The predicted signal to noise ratio for the
I'

w3 down subcarrier is obtained from Equations E-37, }3-39

and B-_5 to be

L2 B2[ (S/N)d ]
ds d [I7]<ds _ (S/N)ds Jf (m

( s d '

l ] B(_3)! 2 S Bg s
L +kds K ds

3 )J2o (m4)J2o (%),;2o (Nu)

2 B2 F (S/Ii)ds ]
Lds d Ii--- £

L_ds + K ds ]

2
J
o m3 )Jo2(m4)Jo2(%)j2(Nu)l B _ "

V _

b- 46
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where

2
Ad

IS_ 2
Z_k_,B-K-ds o o g_

A£
k a 2 )j_(m4 g

K 2 ,72(R ) T2(NUl°Td + k Ad 2(m3),T2(m4) o ' 1_(w3) 2 ds -_ Jo o p--
V

F_-t7

If the required signal to noise ratio in the "_3" down

subcarrier predetection bandwidth "B(_3)" is given in dB by

"S then the expression for the circuit margin of the "w 3

dw3r

subcarrier is given by

l',Id_3 = i0

kds--2Ad J12(m3)J_(m4)J_(Ro £)j2(Nu)o

l°gl0 2 Jo Rg JI(N

Ad j2(m3)J2(m4) _--
B(w3) kds -7 o o v

B-48

dW.]T _

and similarly for _4

B-49

k d 2 2 )J_(% ods--_ Jo(m3)Jl(m4 )j2(Nu)

4 = 10 lOll0 L ........
KeTd_k A_ j2(m )j2(m4 ) B

B(w4) L--_" ds--2 o 3 o
V

DOWN CODE MARGIN

The first step in this derivation is to describe the

signal power of the code at the input to the ranging receiver.

The total code signal can be described only as an infinite series

which includes all of the higher order and cross frequency terms
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that are <enerated from the expansion of equation B-ll. It

can however, be shown that for the Apollo s vstem onl)_T the

first term of th_s exoansion _s sicnifi(_ant. The expre:<s_on

for th_s code s_na] which is considered in t}_is first o_,]er

approximatfon _s ol,tained as follows:

Let N] : N 2 = N 3 = N 4 = 0

(Thus equation B-II reduces to equation _-12).

writin_ equation 12 for convenience

_e-

Sdc(t ) = A d IJN(Rg)Jo (Nml)Jo (Nm2)Jo(m3 )Jo (m4) "

sin(_dct + nr)COS_J_ + cos(udct + nr)sin)_jl

B-J2

The first term of equation B-12, as was previously stated, fs

defined as the carrier siznal comoonent of the downlink and

the second term is the first order approximation of the code

signal at the input to the ran_in¢ receiver. Exoandin_ the

second term of the above exoression _ives

Sdco(t) A d Jo(m3)Jo(m4

oo

{J_'_ ( _ ) _To ( _ml _ Jo ( _m2 _ s in_ 1

_,T=-_

cos(udct)CoS(nr) - sin(_dct)Sin(nr) ]

B-50

The first term of Equation B-50 describes the siKnal component

of the code "e" and the second term is an interference signal

caused by the retransmitted noise "n " The code siznal power
r

can then be described by

Ado ° 2Ps(dco) - 2 J (m3)J (m4) JN(Rg)Jo(Nml)Jo(Nm2)sinNe cos m r

LN=-_

B-q]
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usin_ the followin_ identities and Equation B-22

J (m) = (-I) x ,T (m)
--X X

Jx(-m) = (-1) x Jx(m)

sin(ix) = !sin(x)

J (0) = 1
0

B-52

sin(O) = 0

Equation B-51 becomes

s(dco)

2
Ad

2 j2(m3)JoB(m 4) (R)go (2N-l)ml Jo[ (2N-l)o 2N-1 g

B-53

1]2sin(2N-1)0 Jo2(Nu)

For the Apollo cases the higher order terms can be neglected, the
down code signal power is then described by (See equation E-32 of
Appendix E)

2

- Ad j2(m3)J2(m4)14J_(Rg)J_(m2)sin2e I j2(Nu)J_(ml) B-54s(dco) 2 o

The second step in this derivation is to describe the

thermal noise which is added by the ground receiver. Assume a

detection bandwidth of Bdc ° and a receiver noise temperature of

Td, then this noise power is given by

Pn(co) = KoTd Bdco B-55

The third step in this derivation is to describe the

interference power in the ranging receiver which is caused by
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the turned around noise (nr). It should be noted that two _n-
terference components (one in each of the two terms o_ the
equation) are expressed by equation B-12 which we shall define
as the first and second order components respectively. In
effect the first order term is the interference which results
from the noise (n r) alone modulatin_ the carrier_ the second
order term is the interference which results from the cross
product of the noise and code signal modulating the carrier.
It can be shown that for the Apollo system only the first
order interference power is significant in the ran_in_ channel.
The expression for this interference power is obtained as
follows. Expanding the first term of equation 12 _ives, (as
was shown in equation B-13)

Sdcs(t) = Ad L <JN(Rz)Jo(Nml)Jo(Nm2)Jo(m3)Jo(m4)c°sN8 "

[sin_dc t cos_ + coS_dc t sin_]_

B-13

The first term of equation B-13, as was previously
stated, is defined as the carrier signal component of the down-
link and the second term is the first order interference com-
ponent in both the carrier and the ranging channels caused by
the noise nr. Using equations B-13, B-15, and B-44 the inter-
ference power in the ranging channel can be approximated as
follows:

Ad j2(Rg ) j2 j2 2J_ ) BvIrn(dco) - 2 o o(m3) o(m4 ) (Nu
B-5_

where Bdc ° and Bv are the range code detection bandwidth and

the transponder video bandwidth respectively.

IS I for the
The predicted signal to noise ratio N dcon

down code then is
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2

dcop

2(Nu)J2(ml)J_(m2)J2 j2(m4)sin2_4'7_(R_)Jo o o(m3 ) o

KoT d Bdc o

A 2

d j2o(R ) 2 j2 )jo2(m4)+ 2-T Jl(Nu) o(m3

Bdco

B
V

B-57

I£ the required signal to noise ratio in the down

code detection bandwidth "Bdc ° is _iven in dB by
dcor

then the expression for the down code circuit margin is given
by

Ad 2 2 j2(ml)J2(m_)j2(m3)J2(m4)sin2e-
-7 Jl(R_)Jo(Nu) o o z o o S

2 Ad j2(R )j_(Nu)J2(m3)J2(m4)
Bdco KoTd + Bv 2 o o o

or

B-5(9
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APPENDIX C

POWER MARGINS FOR USB PM MODES

PURPOSE

The purpose of this appendix is to use the equations

for the circuit margins which have been derived in Appendix A
and B to derive expressions which permit a direct indication

concerning the magnitude by which the received signal power for

a given service can safely be reduced - Power Margin.

The expression for the power margins which are pre-

sented have been derived by direct subtraction (in dB) of the

power which is required for the circuit margin to equal zero

"PMIN" from the power which is predicted ,,D_p,,using the given

circuit parameters. In deriving the expressions for the mini-

mum required power, the variation of the system noise temperature

with the magnitude of the received carrier power and the varia-

tion in the limiter suppression factor with the signal to noise
ratio at the limiter inputs were considered.

VARIATION OF SYSTEM NOISE TEMPERATURE

The system noise temperature referred to a receiver
I

input is described by

T = 6 + BP
S C

where

_,B = Constants which are dependent on the system a

(i.e., LM, CSM, SIVB or MSFN)

P : The narrow band carrier power which is b
c

used for the AGC function

Using Equations A-II and C-I the system temperature of the

uplink is described by

A )j2 j2_ _ + B u ) (m2)cos20
_u u u --_ o(ml o

C-I

C-2
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Let

auc : J_(ml)J2 o(m2)cos28

P = A_sr

Then Equation C-2 reduces to

b

T =6 + B P a C-3
u u u sr uc

Using Equations B-23 and C-I the system temperature of the down-

link is described by

2 j2 2 )J_(R )Td = _d + Bd A--_d (m 3 )J_(Nu2 o )Jo(m4 g
C-4

Let

-j2- R - 2
2(m3)J2(m 4) o ( g)Jo(Nu )_dc = Jo o

2
P = Ad

er --_

Then Equation C-4 reduces to

a

Td = _d + BdPgr_d c C-5

The terms
A 2
u and
2

2

Ad used in the above exoressions
2

describe the total signal power that is received by the trans-
ponder and the ground receiver respectively, in general the

magnitude of the received power in a communication link can be
determined as follows:

P in dB= Pt+Gt+G -L -L -Lr r s c p
= Received Signal Power C-6
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where

t

C
t

= Power transmitted in dB

= Cain of transmittin< antenna in dB

a

h

G = Gain of receiving antenna in dB c

+20 Io_i0f+37 8 in dB dLs = 20 lO_l 0 Rnm

R
nm = Range in nautical miles

= Frequency in megacycles

e

f

Lc = Circuit losses in receiver in dB

Ln = Polarization and pointing losses between h
transmittin< and receiving antennas in dB

VARIATION OF LIMITER SUPPRESSION

The relationship between the input and output signal
to noise ratios of the bandpass limiter when in cascade with a

phaselock loop is discussed in Appendix D. The relationship
is reoeated here for convenience.

S S.
o = k__i

N N.
o i

C-7

where

S
o

N
o

= Signal to noise ratio at the limiter output a

S °

1

N.
1

k

= Signal to noise ratio at the limiter input

kI = ¼ for __Si < .035
N.
I

b
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k

k ____

k2 ._8 t_

S o

1

k 3 = I for _I.
i

+ .76 for .035 <

0.35

: < 0.31_

i

d

UP-CARRIER POWER HARGIN

The circuit margin is given by Equation A-18

UC
I 20 2]A 2 j2(ml)J (m2)cos @

O

= i0 lOCl0 u_ Ko u ucT B
uor

Let

H = 0
uc

A 2
u

p =
sr 2

- Total sisnal power at the transponder

input

= J2o(m )J2 (m2)cos2,eC_uc I o

 1(S)I0 ]o_i 0 Vuc = [[ ucr

u
6 + B P _ (from Equation C-3)
U U sr uc

d

e

With these definitions Equation C-8 can be rewritten as

k P
uc sr uc

6 +D P euclB = ¥ucKo u u sr uc

C-9

The maKnitude of Psr which satisfies C-9 is the minimum power
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which will satisfy the required siznal to noise ratio; therefore,

let _sr = P_INm then C-9 can be rewritten as

He

PMIN • iauckuc - _ B B K_ = BucVu c_ K C-10uc [ uc u ucVuc u o

and

, = B 6 K
PMIN ucVuc u o C-ll

uc _uc[kuc - BuBucvucKo]

PMIN = I0 lOgl0 PMIN C-12
UC HC

It was shown previously that the limiter factor "k " has three
He

possible expressions (c, d, and e of C-7); therefore, an iterative
t

orocess is required to solve for PMIN and PMIN" This iterative

process is described as follows:

Steps

• Calculate P'

C-II

MIN by setting kuc equal to onity and usin_

!

2. Use this magnitude of P'MIN for PiMIN

T. from
i

!

= 6 + B PiTi = Tiu u u MIN Sue

3. Use these magnitudes of T.
IU

S t '

from (_IIL = PiMIN _uc
K B T.
O UC lU

k .

IUC

and calculate

IS

and PiMIN to calculate l_]i L

> .35 the solution is complete,

< .35 calculate k.
IHC

from



5.

4.

7.

T!,,_ek. and C-f1 to calculate the new P'
]me

[{eoeat ,qteps 2 and 3 above

S
If the new _ iL satisfies the relation

S
.035 _< _7 iL -< .35

the solution is comnlete, but more accuracy can be obtained b_1
repeatin£ steps 4, 5, and 6:

8. If in steo 4 the

S .

< .035
N iiL

use kuc = _ and C-II to calculate a new P' and the
HIN

solution is comnlete if the resultinm calculations satis-
fy

S
< .035

N; iL

The expression for the up carrier power mar_in then is

M = I0 P - C-13puc i°£I0 sr PMIN
HC
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UP-SUBCARRIER POWER r',IARGI _'_

The circuit margin for the "

given by A-36

H = I0
uw l°glO

1

TI

_i up-subcarrler is

_ A2

k u 2 j2(m2)cos2 Gus --2 Jl(ml ) o

k A2KoTu +
B_I 2 us u j2 ml)j2(m2)sin2Osin

10--_ -9 - o o

2 Kc fl

Kc fl

C-14

Let

l.'i = 0
uw 1

A2
U

p =
sr 2

a

n
u

: J (ml)Jo( 2)c°s2e

j2

°(ml)6 J_(m2 )sin2_sin2
I0

Kcf 1

Kcfll 2

i0 lOgl0(V)uel

T = _ + B P a
u u u sr uc

With tl_ese definitions Equation C-14 can be rewritten as

k P a
us sr uw I

Be I 6 + B P a + nuu u sr i_c kusPsr

= y
UW.

i

C-15
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The magnitude of Psr which satisfies C-15 is the minimum power

which will satisfy the required signal to noise ratio; therefore,
let Psr P'= MIN_ and C-15 can be rewritten as

I

I iYu_l i K°]P' _ k - 2B_ nuk - _ B BwMINeI u¢ I us us uc u iVu_

BWl _u Yu_1 Ko
p,

MIN_ I 2kus [au_l-B_IYuwlnul - _ucBuBWITu_IK°

= B_I6uYuwlKo

C-16

and PMIN_ 1 = i0 lOgl0 P'
MIN_ I

C-17

The iterative process which is required for the
solution of equation C-16 is identical to that described for

the solution of equation C-II except that the following relation
must be used:

then is

_L = MIN_I

Ko Tiu Bts

The expression for an uo subcarrier power mar_in

Mouw_ : I0 lOgl0Psr - PMIN_ i
C-18

where i = I or 2 for the upvolce and updata subcarriers
respectively.

DOWN-CARRIER POWER MARGIN

The circuit margin is given by Equation B-29

_kdc 2 j2(m3)J2(m4)J2(R )j2(Nu)I__SIMdc-- i0 log I A__d o o u _ r_
2 KoTdBdc _ cr

C-19
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],et

HC

P
_r

o_r].c

= 0 a

2

= Ad = Total signal power at the ground receiver b

22 2 j_ j2: Jo(m3)Jo(m 4) (R) o(Nu) c

S

101°glO (Y)dc = LN)dcr d

Td = _d + BdPer_dc

With these definitions Equation C-19 can be rewritten as

kdcPzr_dc = C-20

f_d +B_P _c] VdcKoBdcl u _r

Since the ma_nltude of P which satisfies C-20 is the minimum
gr

Dower which will satisfy the required signal to no_se ratio, let

P = p,
gr MINdc

then solving for P'
MiNdc gives

P'MINd c i dckdc- (_dcBdBdcVdcKoj = BdcVdc6dKo C-21

pl

MINdc
= BdcYdc6dKo

¢L

_dc [kdc
- BdBdcYdcK ¢

and PMINdc = i0 lOgl0 P'
MINdc C-22
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The iterative process which is required for the
solution of equation C-21 is identical to that described for
the solution of equation C-II except that the followin_ rela-
tions must be used:

I. Ti = Tid = 6d + Bd P'MINdc edc

_rS p,
2. i_iiL = iMINdc _dc

KoTidBdc

is."

The expression for the down carrier power margin then

Mod c = i0 lOgl0 Pgr - PMINdc C-23

DOWN SUBCARRIER POWER MARGIN

The circuit margin for the down subcarrier is _iven_3
by Equation B-48

Md_ = I0 logic
3

m

2
Ad 2

kds -7 Jl(m3)J2(m_)j2(R_)j2(Nu)o_ o o

B(_3) [ K°Td2 + kds Ad2 j2(m3)J_(m4)J_(R_)J_(Nu)]o
2 B

V
N

C-24

Let

Md_ = 0
3

P
gr

91

= A_ = Total signal power at the ground
receiver

2(m )j2(m4)J2(R_d_ o = Jl 3 o g
o

i0 ]ogl0 (¥)d_ 3 --{NS--)dco3r

Td

nd

= _d + Bd Pgr _dc

= j2(m3)J2(m.)j2(Rg ) 2 /Bo o _ o Jl(Nu v

a

b
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With these deCinitions Equation C-24 can be rehTritten as

kdsPmr_d_ 3

Bw3 Ko [ " + kdsB_3PGrn d--2 _d+BdPgr_dcl

C-25

Since the magnitude of P which satisfies Equation C-22 is the
er

m_nimum power, which will satisfy the required s_nal to noise

ratio, let n r = P'MINd_3 then solvinK for P'MINd_3 _ives

' ' [ - K - 2BW3Ydw 3P MINd_3 2adw3kds _dcBdBa_Yd_3:: o nd kd = B_3Vd_d ;<o

BW3Yd_3_dKo

BW3_d_ 3 " K

- nd - adcBdB_3_dw o
P MINd_ 2kds _dw3 3

3 J
and

PMINd_3 = I0 log10 P'MINdw3

The iterative process which is required for the

solution of equation C-26 is identical to that described
for the solution of equation C-II except that the followin_

relations must be used:

I T z = Tid 6d + B d P'• " = MIN adc

"S: P'
2. i,_J iL = MINdw

, 3

KoTidBg s

The expression for a down subcarrier power marKin

then is:

Mpd_j = I0 lOKl0 PEr - PMINd_j

where j = I or 2 for the down voice and
down telemetry subcarriers respectivel)7.

C-26

C-27

C-28
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i)OWN CODE POWER MARGIN

The circuit margin is given by Equation B-58

Mdc : 101ogl0

C-29

A2

1 d j2 j2 )g2o(m3)g2 )g2o(Nu ) 2(R )sin2 0_-7 o(ml ) o(m2 o(m4 Jl

2

2 Ad 2 j2 j2 2 ]Bdco KoTd + _ 2 3 o o gJo(m ) (m 4) (R),T{(N u)
" V

Let

Mdc ° : 0 a

A2

P_r = d
2

- Total signal power at the ground receiver b

= 2 j2(m3)J2(m4)J2o(Nu)J2(R )sin2e_dco J2o(ml) J0 (m2 o o g

s)I0 lOgl0 (V)dco = [_ dcor d

Td = 6d + adcBdPer

nd = j2(m_)j2(m )j2 2(R /Bo 4 o 4 l(Nu)Jo g) v
f

With these definitions Equation C-29 can be rewritten as
4p

Cr dco

r = ¥dco C-30

BdaoKo 6d+adcBdP_r ] + 2BdcoP rn d

Since the magnitude of P which satisfies C-30 is the m_n_mum
gr

_owe_ which will satisfy the required signal to noise ratio, let

Pgr P'Ml_dc then solv_n_ for P'MINd c _ives:
O O
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I

' [l_dc o - VdcoBdcoKo_dcBd - 2¥dcoBdcond = YdcoBdcoKo6dP MINdc_. _

l]dcoYdco 6dK ° C-31

P'MINdco__oo - Bdco_dco[_dcBdKo+ 2_aI C-32

and
PMINdc = i0 P'

o l°gl0 MINdc o
C-33

The above expression for the down code power margin

is much simpler than those presented previously because the
limiter effects are not considered in the down code channel.

The expression for the down code power margin then is:

Mpdco = 101og Pgr - PMiNdco C-34
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APPENDIX D

SIGNAL TO NOISE POWER RATIOS IN BANDPASS LIMITERS

PURPOSE

The purpose of this appendix is to present expres-
sions for the signal and noise components of the bandpass

limiter output for the case where the input signal is degraded
by thermal noise.

Given:

si(t) = The signal amplitude at the input to the limiter

= Asin_t

D-I

a

ni(t) = The thermal noise amplitude at the input to the
limiter

= KoT B i b

where

Ko = 1.38 x 10 -23 watts/°K H Z = Boltzman's Constant

T = Noise temperature

B i = Bandwidth preceeding limiter

1
Vlterbi shows that the signal and noise power ratios of the
bandpass limiter can be expressed by

S iS__o= k _-

N o N i

where

D-2

Si/N i = The input signal to noise power ratio a

So/N O =

±_L/2_=

The output signal to noise power ratio

IT

_ < k < 2

Peak excursions of the limiter output
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L2

s (t)
0

o + I,: = Total power output of limiter
0 0

I1/2 sin_t = Signal amplitude at the output-'_2_ So

of the limiter

f

Since the limiter power output is defined by

L2 = S + N
O O

The expression for the noise power output can be substituted

into D-2 to give

D-3

S S.
o - k :

L2_S N i
O

D-4

Solving for S

is given by

O _

L2 Si/N i
S -
o i Si

k N.
i

the signal power output of a limiter

D-5

Using D-2 f and D-5 the signal amplitude at the output of a

bandpass limiter has the following form:

1/2

[ Si/Ni ]S O(t) -- _ L L{i/kl + Si/N i

sin_t D-6

In a similar manner the noise power output of the

limiter is determined from D-2 and D-3 to be

O

L2

S •

k_!_ + i
N.
1

D-7
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2
Arndt and Jaegers, based on an analysis by Dr. F. F.

Carden, indicate that for the Apollo system the relationship

between the input and output signal to noise power ratios of

the bandpass limiter when in cascade with a phase lock loop

can be approximated by the following values of k and Eauation
D-2

S S.
O i

Z- =k9-7
O i

where

k = _/4 for 0.035 > Si/N i

k
: .68 iSi/Ni + .76 for .035 _ Si/N i _ .35

k = I for Si/N i _ .35

Wynn 3 has presented a mathematically more rigorous

analysis for the _miter-phase detection cascade. Although the

approximation by Carden is still considered to be a reasonable

approximation for the Apollo cases, work is continuing to de-
termine in detail the differences between the results gained

from the approximation and from Wynn's work.

D-2

a

b

C
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APPENDIX E

APPROXIMATION ERRORS

PURPOSE

The purpose of this appendix is to suggest means by
which the circuit marzin expressions that were derived in

Appendix A and B can be approximated, to derive expressions for
the resulting approximation errors, and to derive expressions

for the errors resultin@ from truncating the infinite series of

equations B-16 and B-53.

The approximations which are considered in this

Appendix result in circuit margins that are of greater magnitude

than those that would have been obtained from the expressions

in Appendix A and B. The expressions for the approximation

errors are therefore obtained by describing this erroneous in-

crease in the maKnitude of the calculated margin.

I. APPROXIMATION OF SYSTEM NOISE TEMPERATURE

If the system noise temperature is assumed to be equal

to 6u and _d for the uplink and downlink respectively the error

expressions, defined as nTi , are obtained as follows:

A. Uplink Carrier

From equation A-18 the circuit margin is expressed by:
i

Muc = i0 lOgl0 i,_kuc

Where

A2
P = u
sr _

Psr - SiTu Buc N ucr E-I

a

= j2(ml)J2(m2) cos2e_UC 0 0

Let

T = 6 + B P
u u u sr uc

_UC =
kuc Psr _uc

K T B
O U He

BTuc =
k P
uc sr uc
K 6 B
O U UC
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is"

The error in the upcarrier circuit mar_n (for T = _ )
U U

nTu c = I0 log 8Tuc - I0 log Buc

= 10 log l + Bu Psr6u auc

B. Uplink Subcarrier

From equations A-36 and A-37 the circuit mar_in is

expressed by:

= us sr _u_i - IS
Mu_ i i0 lOgl0,< FK T NJ u_ir

i o u + k P nu
2 us sr

where

i : i or 2

k = I or 2

i _k

= i j2(m I )
nui _0 6 o

Jo2(m2) sin20 sin2Kc f"

Psr = A_2

2 j2(mk)_uwi = Jl(mi ) o

Let

2
cos 8

Bu_i = kus Psr au_i

B iFKoTu + k
L 2 us

P
sr

BTu_i = kus Psr _u_i

B_ i [Ko 6u + k2 us
P

sr

E-2

a

b

C

d

e

f

g

h
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The error in the up subcarrier circuit mar£in (For Tu 6u) is:

nTusi = I0 lOgl0_ Tu_i - I0 lOgl0 _u_i

i _ B K P 1

= i0 lOgl0 _ + uc u o sr I

[ + 2nui k P6u Ko us sr I
E-4

C. Downlink Carrier

From equation B-29 the circuit margin is expressed by:

rLoI
Td Bdc . iNi dcr

E-5

where

P
gr

adc 2 (Rg) J2 (Nu) J2 (m3) Jo2(m4)= Jo o o

T d

Let

= gd + Bd Pgr adc

Sdc = kdc P_r adc

TdKo Bdc

d

6Tdc = kdc Psr adc

k o 6d Bdc

e

The error in the down carrier circuit margin (for Td = 6d)
_S"

nTdc = I0 lOglOBTd c - i0 loglOSdc

= lO lOgl0El + Bd Pgr adc E-6

[
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D. Downlink Subcarriers

From equations B-48 and 49 the circuit mar¢in is

exnressed by:

. - si
kds P_r d_3 _N! dcojr

Mdw j = I0 log 10i:BL__jL-K°Td+2 ndkdsPgr_

where

Pgr -- A_2

j = 3 or 4

= 3 or 4

j #_

2 °2(Nu)J2(R )Jl(mj)J )_dwj = Jo o _ (m_

nd 2 (Nu) j2 (R) j2 j2 (m4)= Jl o g o (m3) o
B
V

kds. P@r _d_j

B_j[.K_ Td + nd kds Pgrl
I

[{Td_J= kds P@r _dWJ"

B j K _ d + nd kd s pg

The error in the down subcarrier circuit margin

(for Td = _d ) is:

nTds = I0 lOglOBTd_j - i0 loglOBd_ j

nTds

= I0 lOgl0[l + adc Bd Ko P_r
K°6d + 2kds Pgr nd

E-?

a

b

C

d

e

f

g

E-8
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E. Downlink Range Code

From equation B-58 the circult margln is expressed by:

Mdc o

where

P
gr

= I0 lOgl0: 4P$r dco

rK + 2P
!Bdco! o a _r

i

2
= Ad

2

nd]

dcor E-9

_dco

nd

= j2 j2 j2 j2(m ) j2(Nu) 2o(ml ) o(m2 ) o(m3 ) o 4 o JI(Rc ) sin2e
b

= J21(Nu )J2(Rg)J2(M3)J2(M4)o o (i)By

Let

CO 4Psr _dco

Bdco[KoTd + 2Pg r nd]

6Tco = 4pgr _dco

Bdco[Ko6d + 2Pgr nd]

t J
The error in the downlink range code circuit margin

(for Td = 6d) is:

nTco = I0 lOgl0 BTc ° - I0 lOgl0 Bco

= I0 loglO[l +

_dc Bd Ko Pgr ]

Ko6 d + 2Pg r ndJ
E-10

II. APPROXIMATION OF LIMITER FACTOR

If the llmiter factor _s assumed to be equal to unity

the error expressions, defined as nki , are obtained as follOWS:
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A. Uplink Carrier

Let

Bku c =
sr uc

K T B
O _A UC

From equations E-I and E-II the error in the u_

carrier circuit margin (for k = I) is:
UC

nkuc = !0 lOgl0Bku c - i0 lOgl0Bu c

E-If

E-12

B. Upllnk Subcarriers

Let

Bku_i = Psr _u_i

[ ]K T P nuiB_ i o u + sr
2

E-13

From equations E-3 and E-13 the error in the up
subcarrier circuit margin (for k : I) is:

US

nku_i = I0 lOgl0Bku_i - I0 lOgl0Bu_ i

= I0
0_kl--_).fKo Tu + 2kus

log_ us !F° Tu + 2Psr
E-14

C. Downlink Carrier

Let

Bkdc = Psr _dc

K o Td Bdc

From equations E-5 and E-15 the error in the down

carrier circuit margin (for kdc = i) is:

nkd c = I0 lo_10Bkd c - I0 lOgl06dc E-16

i0 log ]

: f I
10'k-T-l de
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D. Downlink Subcarrlers

Let

_kdwj = P_r _dwj

B ] K d + nd Pgrj

From equations E-7 and E-17 the error in the down

subcarrier circuit margin (for kds = I) is:

nkd s = I0 lo_10Bkdwj - I0 lo_10Bd_ j

III.

= i0

APPROXIMATION OF THE RANGE CODE INTERFERENCE IN THE UP

E-17

E-18

SUBCARRIER CHANNEL

If the range code interference power in the up sub-
carrier channel is assumed to be equal to zero, the error

expressions defined as nco i are obtained as follows:

Let

8cuwi = kus Psr _u_i

[KoTu _

E-19

The error in the up subcarrier circuit margins

(for nu = O) is:

ricoi = I0 lOglOScuwi - I0 log]o6u_ i

= I0 lOgl0[l + 2k P
us sr nui

u o u + u sr

E-20
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IV. APPROXIMATION OF THE SIGNAL GAIN OF THE TRANSPONDER TURN

AROUND CHANNEL

If the signal _ain of the transponder turn around

channel _s assumed to be equal to zero the error expressions,

defined as nRj , are obtained as follows:

A. Down Carrier

Let

6Rdc = kdc Pgr _dc/J_(R_ )

Bdc Kor_d_ +[Bd Pgr _dc}/J_(Rg 1

From equations E-5 and E-21 the error in the down

carrier circuit margin (for R = 0) is:

E-21

nRdc = 101ogl0 BRd c - 101ogl0 Bdc

B •

__d + Bd Pgr adc= 101°gl0 j2(R ) + edc Sd P_r

_ o

Down Subcarr_ers

E-22

Let

BRdwj = kds Pgr _0/ 2 E-23_d " J (R)

B _Ko (6d + _d! B d Pgr)+ nd kds Pgr_J [-7 J (Rg) j2(R_)o _:

From equations E-7 and E-23 the error in the down

subcarrier circuit (for R = 0) is:
g

nRd s = I0 log]06Rd_j _ I0 log]06d_ j

= I0

10 io { KoI d+o 6d j2(Rg)o + adc Bd Pgrl + 2nd kds Pgrl
adc Bd Pgr i + 2rid kds Pg

E-24
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V. APPROXIMATION OF THE NOISE GAIN OF THE TRANSPONDER TURN

AROUND CHANNEL

If the noise _ain of the transponder turn around

channel is assumed to be equal to zero the error expressions,

defined as nNuj, are obtained as follows:

A. Down Carrier

Let

BN dc
U

kdc Pgr adc//J_(Nu )

KoBdc [Sd + adc Bd Pgr I

i j2(N u ) i
O j

From equations E-5 and E-25 the error in the down

carrier circuit margin (for Nu = 0) is:

nN dc = I0 log108 N dc
U U

= I0

- I0 lOgl08dc

l°gl0 [ 6d + _dc Bd Pgr !

_dj2(Nu ) + _dc Bd Pgr

B. Down Subcarrier

Let

. P /J2o (N u )_N d_J = kds d_3 gr

u Ba_j Ko _d + C_dc Bd P_r]

From equations E-7 and E-27 the error in the down

subcarrier circuit margin (for N u = 0) is:

i0 log
nNds = I0 lOgl0_Nud_ j _ 10Bd_j

U

= i0 r ,]KoTd + 2nd kds P_r

l°gl0LKo (_d j2(Nu)o + _dc Bd Pgr

E-25

g-2d

E-?7

E-28
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C. Down Link Ranse Code

Let

BNuco = 4P$r adco Jo2(Nu)

'6 Bd _ 7
Bdc°K° i d + _dc 2 _rl

! JoI ui jL

E-29

The error in the down link range code circuit mar£in
(for Nu = 0) is:

_Nuco = I0 lOZlOBNuco - I0 2o_i08co

= I0 lOgl0[K ° Td + 2nd Pgr I

6d j_(Nu) + adc B d Pzri,_i

E-30

VI. APPROXIMATION OF INFINITE SERIES

The expressions for the downlink circuit margins

which are presented in Appendix B have been derived using only

the first term of the infinite series expansions which describe

the respective downlink modulation losses. The expressions

for the errors which result from usin_ only the first term

rather than the first two terms of these series expansions are
obtained as follows:

A. Downlink Carrier and Subcarriers

In describing the modulation losses of the down

carrier and subcarriers the following series expansion is used:

fJ!o(Rg) + 2___i J2N(Rg) Jo(2Nml) Jo(2Nm2) cos 2No !2i

The resulting error in the circuit margins that are

calculated using the expressions that are contained in Appendix
B is:

nc< s = l0 logl0hJo(Rg) + 2J2(Rg) Jo(2ml ) Jo(2m2)cos 28

E _o(Rg)
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cls = 20 lOgl0_l +

[
r

t

2J2(Rg) Jo(2ml ) Jo(2m 2) cos 20_
i

Jo(Rg )

E-31

B. Downlink Range Code

In describing the modulation losses of the downlink

range code the following series expansion is used: 2

lj=< J2N-I(Rg ) Jo [(2N-I)ml] Jo [(2N-l)m2] sin [(2n-l)oJ

The resulting error in the circuit margins that are

calculated using the expression that is contained in Appendix B
is:

qcos

= 20 Io_0 IJl(Rg)Jo(ml)Jo(m2)sin 8 + JJl(Rg)Jo(ml)Jo(m2)sin8

= 20 lOgl0i I + J3(Rg)Jo(3ml)Jo(3m2)si_38_

,r Jl(R jg)J°(ml)J°(m2)sine

3(Rg) Jo(3ml)Jo(3m2)sin3G

E-32

f

Jl
J


